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A NEW SET OF TOOLS EXPANDS THE BUILDING BOX CONCEPT
OF MULTISTATIONS OS™ BY THREE H

CHICAGO, JUNE 2010 – This year at NeoCon, visitors to the Three H space on the 3rd floor will be
excited to view the launching of a new set of innovative and stylish features and components for the
successful product; MultiStations OS™. The marketplace had already embraced this open space system
line even prior to its formal launch at NeoCon last year.

The introduction of OS PowerBox™ and OS PowerPole™ significantly expand the power and data
capabilities within the system by allowing input up from the floor level or down from the ceiling. Design
possibilities have been expanded with new low-height storage and upper bin components. Together,
these extensions to the MultiStations OS™ system increase the potential and multiply the possibilities.

From floor level the OS PowerBox™ offers concealed routing for high volumes of cable to any point
along the worksurface and to either side of a MultiStations OS™ panel. This accessory allows for
cable management within a workstation and from station to station. The access point to higher level
cables and modular power components is through a hinged aluminum cover carefully detailed in the
clean linear aesthetic characteristic of the entire system. OS PowerBox™ panels can be easily removed
for full cable access. This component is available for retrofit on any existing MultiStations OS™ base
panel or in a 22” version to align with new low-height storage cabinets.

From the ceiling, the OS PowerPole™ allows for easy access of cable routing and maintenance both
during and following installation. Its fresh re-design integrates seamlessly with the OS PowerBox™
contributing to the clean, simple and elegant design of MultiStations OS™ while ensuring all cable
requirement are met.

For expanded storage options new upper cabinets have been designed to mount on top of panels being
used to divide a space. This provides easy storage access above the work surface without the need to
stack units. The cabinets can be shared on both sides with additional options such as tackboards and
white magnetic boards. This allows optimum use of every inch of the system maximizing space and
investment.
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To assist in the contemporary horizontal design aesthetic a new set of 22” height storage components
has been incorporated into MultiStations OS™. Working together with the work-surfaces, these low profile
units expand storage possibilities and may incorporate slim-line cushions for impromptu seating areas.

Based on a proprietary system of snap and lock assembly, the building block components of MultiStations OS™ have been proven in the market to not only ease installation but also to offer tremendous
savings in time and reduction in parts. Case Studies (available on www.three-h.com) show a wide
breadth of application and styling from cubicles through collaborative team space to private offices.

With the intended goal of this product line to be affordable, intelligent design for everyone MultiStation OS™ lives up to all expectations. The expanded version of this collection launching at
Neocon 2010 increases its flexibility and extends its reach of applications even further.

“In this new economy dealers are looking for better solutions and are going outside the traditional
sources to best suit customers needs. Ultimately, MultiStations OS™ provides a fresh new
alternative in North American designed and manufactured office furniture.” Brian Conlin,
President of Three H.

ABOUT THREE H OFFICE FURNITURE
Built on a tradition of European craftsmanship combined with innovative technology,
Three H has been crafting office furniture that bridges the gap between custom and mass for
more than 35 years. Three H’s unique design process gives clients the advantage of a tailored
solution, but without the delays and high costs typically associated with going custom.

“Offices. Perfectly Tailored.”
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For more information contact Bill Eberhardt, Marketing Manager at 705-475-9589.
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